Billings’ Stone Quest

Woodstock, Vermont
Physical Difficulty: Easy
Special Features: Architectural, Historical
Walking Conditions: Pavement & Dirt Road
Duration: 0:25

To get there: Begins at the Woodstock Green. Take Exit 1 from I-89 and follow Rte. 4 west for about 10 miles to the village of Woodstock and the Green.

Clues:
Go to the bridge that once burned down. It’s located in the center of town.

At the four corners go southwest. Go round the bend, it’s best for your Quest.

Keep to the side of the street with the homes. If you’re on the right track, you’ll see one with a dome.

Look to the left where there’s an old stone mill. Then go to the right towards the hill.

Follow the road that is not paved. In this direction much time can be saved.

At this place you can go hiking. Lots of kids also use it for biking.

Take the high paved path all the way up around until you come down to a stone on which a man’s name can be found.

As you continue on, hang a left and follow a stone wall.
Be careful not to trip or fall.

You’ll see two posts with the head of a horse.  
Now you know you’re on the right course.

Keep going around the bend.  
Soon your Quest will be at an end.

Four ways to choose, take the road you’ve not taken.  
If you don’t, you’ll be mistaken.

Go to the place where you see all the stones.  
If you dug it up, you would find lots of bones.

Go down the path if you are willing.  
You’ll see a stone with the name of Billings.

Walk a little to your left and try to see  
The “star” that is hidden in the top of an old tree.
(As the trees have gotten larger – this is very hard to spot!)

Now do a bit of counting, eight trunks are the key. A hole is where you want to be.